Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a ubiquitous bacterium that survives in many environments, including as an acute and chronic pathogen in humans. Substantial evidence shows that P. aeruginosa behavior is affected by its motility, and appendages known as flagella and type IV pili (TFP) are known to confer such motility. The role these appendages play when not facilitating motility or attachment, however, is unclear. Here we discern a passive intercellular role of TFP during flagellar-mediated swarming of P. aeruginosa that does not require TFP extension or retraction. We studied swarming at the cellular level using a combination of laboratory experiments and computational simulations to explain the resultant patterns of cells imaged from in vitro swarms. Namely, we used a computational model to simulate swarming and to probe for individual cell behavior that cannot currently be otherwise measured. Our simulations showed that TFP of swarming P. aeruginosa should be distributed all over the cell and that TFP−TFP interactions between cells should be a dominant mechanism that promotes cell−cell interaction, limits lone cell movement, and slows swarm expansion. This predicted physical mechanism involving TFP was confirmed in vitro using pairwise mixtures of strains with and without TFP where cells without TFP separate from cells with TFP. While TFP slow swarm expansion, we show in vitro that TFP help alter collective motion to avoid toxic compounds such as the antibiotic carbenicillin. Thus, TFP physically affect P. aeruginosa swarming by actively promoting cell−cell association and directional collective motion within motile groups to aid their survival.
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collective motion | biofilms | computational model | predictive simulations | self-organization T he bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa is a ubiquitous organism that is a known opportunistic pathogen, causing both chronic and acute infections in susceptible populations, including individuals with cystic fibrosis or burn wounds, or Intensive Care Unit patients (1) . Among questions that remain unanswered for nonobligate pathogens like P. aeruginosa is how these bacteria initiate infections after entering the host from the environment. Given that P. aeruginosa is among many bacteria that grow as a biofilm during infection, there is a need to understand how individual cells coordinate in space with each other to colonize new surfaces and subsequently transition to stationary biofilms.
Many organisms coordinate their movement as a population, emerging as self-organized swarming groups. Even the untrained eye would note the coordinated swarming behavior of fish, birds, and insects. Many bacteria also exhibit collective motion by swarming over surfaces in a coordinated manner to move unimpeded at the same time (2) (3) (4) . Our knowledge of the specific actions used by individual cells during collective motion is limited; the behavior of single cells within a dense population is difficult to discern experimentally. Previous attempts to study bacterial collective behavior have used computational models to test mechanisms hypothesized to influence collective motion, including directional reversals (5), slime deposition and chemoregulation (6), quorum sensing and surfactant production (7), and escape-and-pursuit response (8) . Cell-to-cell alignment is an included feature of many of these computational models and an experimental measurement frequently used to characterize ordering of cells within populations (9, 10) . For example, assumption of higher alignment among cells to improve collective motion in model simulations was crucial to recreation of the density wave propagating with the velocity of the experimentally observed traveling wave in P. aeruginosa swarms (7) . However, it
is not yet clear if groups of bacteria truly coordinate (e.g., align) over longer distances and time scales to swarm. Such investigation has been limited to Escherichia coli, for which patterns of coordination have only been shown over short distances (11) .
Swarming is often considered to be a transition step before formation of stationary biofilm communities. For P. aeruginosa, it has been demonstrated that biofilm formation and swarming are inversely regulated by intracellular concentrations of cis(3′-5′)-cyclic-diguanylate-monophosphate (c-di-GMP). Low levels of c-di-GMP promote surface swarming, whereas elevated levels of c-di-GMP cue production of P. aeruginosa matrix polysaccharides and the initiation of a sessile biofilm (12, 13) . The diguanylate cyclase WspR, for example, up-regulates Pel polysaccharide synthesis in a contact-dependent manner (14) . However, the specific physical
Significance
The opportunistic pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa utilizes both its flagellum and type IV pili (TFP) to facilitate motility, attachment, and colonization. Surface motility such as swarming is thought to precede biofilm formation during infection. We combined laboratory and computational methods to probe the physical interactions of TFP during flagellar-mediated swarming and found that TFP of one cell strongly interact with TFP of other cells, which limits swarming expansion rate. Hence, wildtype P. aeruginosa use cell−cell physical interactions via their TFP to control self-organization within motile swarms. This collective mechanism of cell−cell coordination using TFP allows for moderation of swarming direction of individual cells and avoidance of a toxic environment.
interaction(s) between P. aeruginosa and surfaces (e.g., swarming substrates, surfaces of attachment, or other P. aeruginosa cells) have yet to be elucidated in specific detail.
Most motile bacteria use either flagella or type IV pili (TFP), but P. aeruginosa is one of few bacteria that possess both of these motile appendage types. P. aeruginosa TFP or flagella confer multiple motility modes in addition to swarming, including swimming, twitching, crawling, and walking (15) (16) (17) ; P. aeruginosa requires a functional flagellum to swarm (18, 19) . Although the fastest swarming bacteria (i.e., species of Vibrio or Proteus) transition to a hyperflagellated state or can evolve as hyperflagellated mutants (20) (21) (22) (23) , for this study, we have investigated monoflagellated bacteria characteristic of P. aeruginosa swarming. Both TFP and flagella are important to P. aeruginosa biofilm formation (24) and mediate attachment to different surfaces, including eukaryotic epithelial cells (25) . Previous research suggests that TFP do not lead to faster swarming. For example, P. aeruginosa mutants of TFP pilin genes pilA, pilW, pilX, or pilY1 (rendering them TFP deficient) exhibit an increased swarming phenotype (19, 26, 27) , and retraction-impaired mutations, such as pilH, exhibit decreased swarming (28) . Thus, in this paper, we addressed the question, "What role do TFP play in swarming?" More specifically, we were interested in studying how TFP contribute to collective motion during (flagellar-mediated) swarming of P. aeruginosa. Although separate studies suggest a broader regulatory role for some TFP-associated genes (26, 27) , we judged the increased swarming exhibited by select TFP mutants as allowing for the possibility of a physical role of TFP during swarming.
In this paper, we present evidence that P. aeruginosa promotes physical cell−cell interactions during swarming via their TFP to control their collective motion and limit lone cell movement in swarms. Because of the difficulty of specifically identifying the influence and dynamics of TFP upon swarming cells using a traditional experimental approach, we used a series of coordinated laboratory and computational experiments to study the physical influence of TFP among groups of P. aeruginosa cells. Using simulations, we showed that prior reports of improved swarming by P. aeruginosa TFP-deficient mutants can be caused by TFPdeficient cells displaying increased displacement compared with wild-type cells. We confirmed this prediction in vitro by showing that a TFP-deficient mutant could outcompete P. aeruginosa wild type in coculture experiments to reach the swarm edge first. We also infer from our experiments that TFP interact strongly with other TFP during swarming and conclude that P. aeruginosa initiates TFP-based community building within motile swarms. We show the benefit of TFP-mediated collective motion control by showing that wild-type, but not TFP-deficient, P. aeruginosa alters its swarming to avoid high concentrations of the antibiotic carbenicillin.
Results TFP Affect Cell−Cell Arrangement During Swarming. Given the observation of our group and others that TFP-deficient P. aeruginosa strains exhibit a hyperswarming phenotype (19, 26, 27) , we were interested in explaining the role of TFP during swarming. How do TFP participate during swarming if they do not increase cell motility and are not conferring attachment to surfaces? We studied P. aeruginosa wild-type and TFP mutants under conditions where TFP-deficient swarms expand five times faster than wild-type swarms (Table S1 and Movie S1), despite the fact that these strains produce the same levels of rhamnolipid (19) and show the same swimming (flagellar motility) speed (Table  S1 ). We found that the presence of TFP affects the arrangement of cells at the advancing swarm edge (Fig. 1) . Cells without TFP (ΔpilA) appear more systematically ordered than wild-type cells while hyperpiliated (ΔpilU) cells appear less ordered than wild-type cells. Inspection of cells in swarm tendrils (∼1-2 mm toward the swarm center away from the swarm edge) shows a less-marked distinction between cell−cell patterns for cells with and without TFP (Fig. S1 ).
We quantified these differences in arrangement between the TFP-deficient mutant and wild-type mutant by calculating the alignment, clustering, and density of cells identified in our confocal images. Alignment of cells was calculated by measuring the parallel orientation of each cell−cell pair identified in our confocal images (see SI Materials and Methods for details). Swarming cells without TFP exhibited the highest alignment values ( Fig. 2A ), but the same trends of alignment were observed for all strains. As expected, cell−cell pairs for all strains tested exhibited the greatest alignment with their closest neighbors (fewer than five cells apart). At greater distances, cell−cell alignment decreases for each different strain until reaching a constant alignment value. For cells that are away from the edges of these swarms (toward the swarm center), we find that wild-type cells exhibit roughly the same level of alignment within tendrils as at the swarm edge while TFP-deficient bacteria also converge to a less-aligned arrangement that is similar to wild type (for distances greater than one cell length) within these tendrils (Fig. S2A) .
We also quantified cell−cell clustering and population density for swarming cells with and without TFP. We define a cluster as having cells with ≤15°difference in orientation and ≤3 μm separation (see SI Materials and Methods for details). The presence of TFP contributed to cluster size, as TFP-deficient cells were the most likely to form larger clusters of 10 or more cells (Fig. 3A and Fig. S2B ), while hyperpiliated cells were more likely to exist as single cells. The majority of cells are not part of a cluster for any strain examined (i.e., cluster size is one cell). We also calculated population density as a packing fraction of cells within the available total space (i.e., cell coverage area divided by total swarm area-see SI Materials and Methods for details)-a higher packing fraction indicates that cells are more tightly packed. TFP-producing wild-type cells exhibited a packing fraction that is 60% of the TFP-deficient ΔpilA strain at their swarm edges (Table S1 ). Within these high-population swarms, TFP of wildtype cells appear to limit the 2D cell density that can be achieved for P. aeruginosa.
The influence of TFP upon swarming extends in all three dimensions, as we also noted differences in swarm profile height. P. aeruginosa TFP promote development of swarms with more height, or layers, of cells. By inspecting the z profile from confocal images of swarming cells, we were able to directly measure the height of these swarms along a radial axis from the swarm center to the swarm edge. Profile measurements of wild-type and ΔpilA swarms indicated that TFP promoted taller swarming communities (Fig. S3) ; the average height along the swarm radius of wild type was roughly double that of TFP-deficient cells (Table S1 ). The shorter height of TFP-deficient swarm tendrils is likely explained by improved spreading, as the TFP-deficient strain swarmed 7 mm farther, on average, than wild type. The height profile for swarms of all strains decreases dramatically toward their advancing edge, eventually thinning to a monolayer of cells.
Simulations of Swarming Cells Predict That TFP Affect Collective
Motion. Because of the difficulty of specifically identifying the role of TFP for single cells during swarming using a traditional laboratory approach, we examined a potential TFP interaction mechanism among cells using computational modeling (in silico). A cell-based computational model of P. aeruginosa motion and interaction was used where TFP, distributed uniformly around a cell, affect cell trajectory and turning but not selfpropulsion of the cell (see SI Materials and Methods for details and Fig. S4 for a schematic depicting the basics of this interaction). The model was calibrated using experimental data obtained at different scales for individual P. aeruginosa cells and entire P. aeruginosa swarms. Simulation experiments were then conducted using this model to study the importance of specific cellular attributes to collective motion of swarming where we could simulate and track the behavior of every cell over time as well as collective behavior of the population.
We observed differences between TFP and non-TFP strains in our simulations, but were unable to capture the emerging arrangement patterns seen and measured in our swarm plate assays. Altering the range (or zone) of TFP interaction did not lead to the emerging cell alignment or clustering measured in vitro. For example, the level of alignment in our simulations differed between wild-type, TFP-deficient, and hyperpiliated strains at short range distances (Fig. 2B) . Additionally, simulated swarming cells also did not converge to a minimum alignment as observed in vitro.
With regard to clustering, the simulations partially captured the clustering phenotypes observed in vitro (Fig. 3B) . The simulation results did fit the general pattern observed for wild-type cells with TFP; however, the absence of TFP did not lead to the greater cluster sizes observed in vitro (Fig. 3) . Overall, the differences in alignment and clustering between these in vitro and in silico experiments suggest that these cell−cell arrangement properties are not causative traits for differences in collective motion of bacteria. Hence, if our assumption that TFP impact cell−cell motion is correct, the faster collective motion of TFPdeficient cells must involve cell−cell interactions that promote more than just parallel cell alignment and cluster size to affect swarming. Since few flagellar-motile bacteria also have functional TFP, it is possible that traits of collective motion exhibited by P. aeruginosa to swarm are distinct from those of other bacterial species. Although some subclassification to distinguish different swarming bacteria has been introduced (4), it may be further advantageous to specifically distinguish the collective motion traits of swarming bacteria to build upon the original definition of Henrichsen (29) .
We further analyzed our in silico results to determine how populations with and without TFP might swarm differently. We calculated the mean squared displacement (MSD) over time for simulations of cells with and without TFP, and found that the population of cells exhibited three different types of behavior that can be separated into phases (or regimes) that have been studied for small self-propelled particles (see SI Materials and Methods for details) (30) (31) (32) . The MSD for wild-type cells with TFP was much less than for TFP-deficient cells (Fig. 4A) . We also implemented TFP−TFP interaction among swarming bacteria in a probabilistic manner to consider the possibility that TFP between neighboring cells may not always interact. Our simulations showed that decreasing the probability that TFP interact between neighboring cells leads to increased swarm expansion and MSD of these cells (Fig. 4B) . Thus, our in silico results predicted that P. aeruginosa cells that have minimal TFP− TFP interaction or cells without TFP should spread more easily (as individual cells) than wild-type cells with considerable TFP interaction at any time during swarm expansion. We also considered the possible placement of TFP on swarming cells by simulating cells with TFP present on only half of the cell rod and only at one cell pole. We found that TFP placement also impacts swarm expansion, as cells with more polar TFP exhibited greater swarm expansion and MSD values (Fig. 4C) . Lastly, we simulated swarming for a mixture of cells with and without TFP and again find that the MSD of cells without TFP is greater than cells with TFP (Fig. 4D) . We therefore conclude from these in silico results that increasing parallel alignment does not improve collective motion a priori; rather, cells within swarms that expand faster tend to exhibit higher alignment. These changes in displacement did not have a linear correlation with alignment or clustering of these cells. Although previous research has postulated that P. aeruginosa cells must align with each other to allow swarms to expand in some cases (4, 7), our results suggest alignment as a consequence of swarming behavior rather than a conditional requirement for P. aeruginosa. We attributed the higher expansion rates of TFP-deficient strains observed in vitro with increases in MSD rate when limiting TFP−TFP interactions between cells within motile populations.
TFP Interact with Other TFP During Swarming. To test our simulation prediction that single bacteria with or without TFP should spread differently within swarms, we conducted in vitro experiments with cocultures of P. aeruginosa strains with and without TFP. We found that cells with TFP largely interacted with other TFP-producing cells. Swarms composed of a 1:1 ratio of wildtype and ΔpilA cells exhibit a swarm phenotype that appears between that of wild-type and TFP-deficient swarms (Fig. 5) . Swarms composed of a 1:10 ratio of ΔpilA cells and wild-type cells exhibit an overall pattern that is similar to the wild type alone. However, inspection of single cells within these coculture swarms shows that these strains are not uniformly distributed. At either inoculation ratio, coculture swarm edges become dominated by TFP-deficient cells, while swarm centers are almost exclusively populated by wild-type cells. When wild-type and TFP-deficient cells are present in roughly equal numbers, TFPdeficient cells concentrate on top of the wild-type cells (Fig.  S5B) . In all dimensions, interaction between cells with and without TFP appears limited. Overall, TFP-deficient cells advance more rapidly than wild type when growing in coculture (Movie S1). Further, we find these differences in swarm expansion are general for mixing any two strains with differing levels of TFP. For pairwise mixtures of TFP-deficient, wild-type, and hyperpiliated strains examined in vitro, the ΔpilA TFP-deficient strain always expands the fastest, the wild type has the next highest expansion rate, and the ΔpilU hyperpiliated strain has the slowest swarm expansion rate. Fig. S6 shows the phenotype of these different swarm mixtures and the distribution of cells at the swarm edge. Similarly, the strain with fewer TFP always localizes to the top of the swarm (Fig. S5) . This consistent separation between cell types suggests that TFP are important to interactions among P. aeruginosa cells during swarming. In coculture these TFP-deficient cells exhibit a higher diffusivity than their TFP-producing counterparts. Because wild-type cells do not cluster with TFP-deficient cells to improve their spreading, we conclude that wild-type cells display strong associations by their TFP, thus excluding the TFP-deficient cells.
We then tested possible physical mechanisms for these observations using additional computational simulations that examined cells with and without TFP interacting in the same space. When TFP-deficient cells were introduced to a population of cells with TFP in a simulation, they were able to move through this population of TFP cells (Movie S2). Conversely, motile cells with TFP moved in clusters and not as single cells. The TFPdeficient cells in these simulations traveled farther and more of these cells reached the swarm edge than motile cells with TFP (Fig. S6) . Thus, we explain the reduced spreading rate of wildtype compared with TFP-deficient cells as caused by TFP interacting primarily, if not solely, with other TFP during swarming. The ability of TFP-deficient cells to pass through wildtype (TFP-joined) cell clusters was then observed experimentally when inspecting swarming cells for a few seconds roughly 10 h after inoculation (Movie S3). While wild-type cells were not static, we show a representative example where wild-type cells remained associated with each other while TFP-deficient cells moved past wild type to reach the swarm edge in a manner similar to that predicted in our computational simulations.
Lastly, we demonstrated a benefit of TFP during swarming by monitoring growth of the wild-type and TFP-deficient strains in the presence of a toxic agent. In plate assays where we spotted a solution containing the β-lactam antibiotic carbenicillin, we observed that wild-type cells avoid this region of the plate (Fig.  6) . Similar results showing P. aeruginosa swarms avoiding various inhibitory compounds have been shown in other studies (33, 34) . Conversely, the TFP-deficient ΔpilA mutant swarmed at its higher expansion rate and proceeded into the region containing the highest amounts of antibiotic. The stress to cells exposed to carbenicillin diffusing away from the point of addition was readily apparent for both wild type and ΔpilA at the edges of these swarms, as exhibited by their elongation (Fig. 6 D and H) . Within the timeframe of the experiment (∼19 h), viability staining showed many of these cells stain "dead" by propidium iodide. However, the uncontrolled TFP-deficient cells exhibited amplified signs of their exposure to carbenicillin for much of its swarm area. The TFP-deficient swarms showed cell elongation and cell death well away from their advancing swarm edge. Hence, the TFP−TFP associations that reduced overall swarming allowed P. aeruginosa cell groups to deviate their overall swarming direction to avoid a toxic environment.
Discussion
We conclude that P. aeruginosa TFP preferentially interact with TFP of other cells during swarming to promote cell−cell association and limit lone cell movement in expanding swarms. We reached this conclusion by studying swarming of P. aeruginosa wild-type and TFP-mutant strains using computational simulation (in silico) experiments and in vitro plate assay swarming experiments in an iterative fashion. We first detailed differences in cell−cell patterning during swarming for cells with and without TFP from in vitro experiments (Fig. 1) . We then explored potential mechanism of TFP interactions between cells using a cellbased computational model to simulate P. aeruginosa swarming. Our simulation results predicted that displacement properties of single cells should be affected by TFP. Additional simulations predicted that mixtures of cells with and without TFP should separate. We confirmed the in silico predictions of displacement and separation behavior by showing in vitro that TFP-deficient cells will predominate at swarm edges in coculture swarm experiments, even when added 1:10 with a wildtype strain harboring more TFP (Fig. 5 and Movie S1). Not only did the TFP-deficient (ΔpilA) strain spread faster during swarming, but this strain also consistently separated from the TFP-producing wild type. Thus, we infer that TFP−TFP interactions between P. aeruginosa cells are a dominant mechanism of cell−cell interaction during swarming. This mechanism was general for P. aeruginosa strains with differing TFP levels, as groups of strains with more TFP could always be distinguished from strains with fewer (or no) TFP over time in our experiments (Fig. S6) .
The TFP−TFP interactions we report help explain previous experimental results that showed increased swarming of TFPdeficient mutant strains (19, 26, 27) even though the (uninhibited) swim motility of these strains is the same (Table S1 ). Effectively, wild-type P. aeruginosa limit their collective motion because of TFP interactions. The importance of TFP associations for P. aeruginosa communities for development of static biofilms is well established (35-37). Here we further extend our knowledge of TFP function by demonstrating that TFP allow swarming P. aeruginosa some directional control of its collective motion. The direct advantage of this TFP mechanism during swarming was evidenced when swarms are monitored in the presence of the antibiotic carbenicillin. A TFPdeficient strain was unable to alter its radial swarming direction and traveled into a toxic environment that led to cell death (Fig. 6) . TFPintact wild-type cells were able to stop swarming in the direction of this soluble toxic compound, thus promoting their survival.
Based upon our in silico and in vitro results, we conclude that the TFP influence upon collective behavior we report is passive and does not require extension and retraction of TFP. No displacement of cells could be discerned that would be consistent with TFP retraction (Movie S3). Our simulations were able to capture the results we observed in vitro when we assumed a high interaction probability between cells with uniformly distributed TFP. These results are also consistent with a nonretraction TFP mechanism, as P. aeruginosa cells displaying TFP-mediated motility are reported to have polar TFP (38, 39) .
The duration of the TFP−TFP/cell−cell associations we report remains to be determined. TFP associations as a precursor to biofilm formation have been observed for Vibrio cholerae (40) . Here, P. aeruginosa may be using TFP as a means of sensing physical proximity to neighbor cells in addition to sensing population density via diffusible quorum sensing cues. Such a mechanism is in agreement with evidence showing swarming as a transition step between initial surface colonization and static biofilm development (15, 19, 27, 37, 41) . Further evidence for this transitional role for swarming was provided by van Ditmarsch et al., who demonstrated that selection for hyperswarming P. aeruginosa mutations comes at a fitness cost, as these mutants were at a disadvantage in other phenotypic assays (42) . Importantly, none of the hyperswarming mutants obtained by van Ditmarsch et al. were TFP deficient. Evolving to curtail TFP synthesis must come at a cost even for swarming P. aeruginosa even in the absence of an antagonist, as we have demonstrated in our experiments. We suggest that this can be explained by the ability of TFP to confer advantageous cell−cell associations by linking to other TFP.
Materials and Methods
Bacterial Strains and Culturing Conditions. All strains and plasmids used in this study are included in Table S2 , and culturing conditions are detailed in SI Materials and Methods.
Swarm Assays. Swarm motility plate assays contained fastidious anaerobe broth-casamino acids minimal media solidified with 0.45% Noble agar (Sigma) and were inoculated with planktonic cultures as described in SI Materials and Methods.
Microscopy and Imaging. Images of swarming bacteria expressing GFP or mCherry were obtained using confocal microscopy and entire swarms were imaged using a Carestream multispectral FX or In-Vivo Xtreme imaging station as described previously (3) . Specific detail is provided in SI Materials and Methods.
Analysis of Patterning in Experimental Images. Representative images of swarm edges and swarm tendrils were analyzed using a cell alignment and cluster algorithm (SI Materials and Methods). Calculated values from this analysis were also used to compute average cell lengths and packing fraction of groups of cells.
Construction and Complementation of New Mutants. All strains used in this study were constructed previously (Table S2) , with the exceptions of the wildtype-mCherry, ΔpilU, ΔpilU-GFP, and ΔfliMΔpilA-GFP mutants (SI Materials and Methods).
Computational Simulation of P. aeruginosa Swarming. TFP have a polymer structure and show complex behavior under external forces. Cells linked together via TFP can behave similarly to cross-linked networks such as liquid crystals. In our model, we approximate TFP−TFP interaction with a linear force as for a spring, which is based on prior investigation of pili of E. coli and P. aeruginosa (43) (44) (45) . Cells were modeled as rigid capsule having an external TFP zone with a relaxed length equal to the average length of pili. As the cells get closer than the set cutoff distance (twice the pili length), the spring becomes compressed and a repulsion force and torque arises between the cells. The force pushes cells apart and the torque changes their orientations. (Additional details of our modeling approach are provided in SI Materials and Methods.) ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. We thank Matthew Leevy of the Notre Dame Integrated Imaging Facility for imaging assistance. We thank Igor Aranson of Argonne National Laboratory for helpful discussion on physics of particle motion. This research was supported by funding from National Institutes of Health (NIH) Grant 1R01GM095959-01A1 (to M.S.A. and J.D.S.) and a Core Facility grant from the Indiana Clinical and Translational Sciences Institute (funded in part by NIH Grant UL1 TR000006) (to J.D.S.).
